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On Stage
One Act cast, crew prepare for another successful run
Cat Clark, Opinions Editor
“Where is Kyle‟s jabot?” Nancy Chumbley, the
drama teacher and director of the One Act play, asked.
It‟s the start of rehearsal, and everyone in the play is
in a frenzy trying to get into costumes and get in
place.
On this particular day, they are practicing for their
One Act Zone competition, which is only the first step
towards state. Argyle‟s zone has eight
schools in it, so UIL
divides the group
into two zone competitions, with four
schools in each. The
top two from each
zone advance on to
the Area competition.
The top two from each area advance and move on to
the regional competition where there are six schools
competing. The top two from each region move on to
state, where two schools compete for the state title.
Last year, Argyle‟s One Act play made it to region;
the farthest Argyle has ever gone in the competition.
“It‟s all about the judge liking [the performance],”
Chumbley said.
This year, the cast members expect to make it even
farther. “We‟re pretty confident. We have to be every
year,” junior Laci Satterfield said.
For junior Lisa Bird, it‟s all in
the
mindset: “You have to think
you‟re going to win, otherwise
you‟re just wasting your time.”
The cast members include:
seniors, Dane Sauceda, Julia

At each competition, there are awards such as Best
Actor, Best Actress and eight students receive All Star
Cast; there are also awards given to behind the scenes
people such as tech and lighting.
A beginning step towards rehearsing the play is actually selecting the
play. “I start off looking for plays
with literary value- a good plot
line, not juvenile- and then my top
choices, I show the kids and let
them pick it out,” Chumbley said.
“They have to audition
for a role. I let them
pick a character they
want to play, and they
have to read an excerpt
from one of the character‟s lines,” Chumbley
said.
Rehearsals are long
and frequent. “Before
a competition, we
practice six days a
week. You spend
more time with your
play family than with
your real family,”
Golden said.
“There‟s a combination of me directing
and the kids rehearsing what they feel is weak,” Chumbley said.
This year‟s play is very elusive. “It‟s a secret!” Senior Becca Capra said. There will be a school performance, in addition to all the competitions.
The competitions will be held as follows:
Zone 1 and 2- March 24 ad 25. DistrictMarch 31. Area- April 8. RegionalApril 23. State- May 6.
Leaving the rehearsal, Kyle still
had not found his jabot, but another jabot had replaced it; Alex
Robinson was starting her monologue, while some other cast
members were walking around in the back, still frantic
to get in the right place for the right time to walk out
onto the stage.

This year’s play is
very elusive. “It’s a
secret!” Senior Becca
Capra said.

Vickery, Josh McSwain, Becca Capra, Zach Golden,
Alex Robinson, and juniors, Kyle Wiseman, Laci
Satterfield, Lisa Bird, and Sam Mayfield.
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Random Rant
Cat Clark, Opinions Editor
Being the opinions editor, I have an opinion on some
many almost all everything. It may annoy some to no end
how I do have an opinion, but what annoys me is how
some people don‟t have an opinion about basic things.
In second grade, we would hear our parents talk about
who they‟re going to vote for and we would go to school,
and despite our parents telling up not to say anything, we
would tell our class that‟s who we would vote for if we
could. I‟d say we‟ve grown up quite a bit since then, so
we should be able to figure out on our own who we‟d
vote for.
I‟m not saying that if you can‟t explain every little detail of the Health Care Reform or how the Stimulus Package worked that you‟re stupid and a second grader. I‟m
saying that it‟s time to start growing up if you can‟t even
tell me if you prefer white or wheat.
I worked, as many of you may know, at the snow cone
stand. Yes, the snow cone stand in Argyle. The one and
only. I had to deal with indecisive people everyday. Coconut or Blue Coconut? Cola or Dr. Pepper. These are not
life-altering decisions, and if you are over the age of six,
you should be able to decide.
What about in Mrs. Fenter‟s class? I loved the “Scarlet

Letter” because the ending wasn‟t a surprise, but it gives
you something to wonder about. What was on Dimmesdale‟s chest? Did you hate the book? Can you even come
up with an opinion about it?
Another reason teens tend to avoid forming an opinion
is their friends. Many of the kids that don‟t have opinions
have friends that are very opinionated. Whether this is
purely coincidental or if “opposites attract” really does
work, teens let their friends talk for them. „Just smile and
nod,‟ seems to be their motto. If you don‟t agree, tell
them! If you do agree, tell them why.
And then there are those who just don‟t seem
to care. These teens sit in the back, quietly, and
apathetically. I don‟t know if they are thinking
“what‟s for dinner” or if they actually do care
but don‟t want to talk. For those that just don‟t
care- it‟s time to stop being apathetic and start
caring about the outside world.
I‟ve saved the best for last. I won‟t shove my
political opinions down your throat, but we‟re
no longer in middle school. Some of you are old
enough to vote. You shouldn‟t just ask your
parents who they‟re going to vote for and copy

The Positives Of Pragmatic Government
AJ Ramirez, guest opinion writer
“Why has government been instituted at all? Because the passions of man will not conform to the
dictates of reason and justice without constraint.”
– Alexander Hamilton
Pragmatism and idealism: two good words to
know. Merriam-Webster defines the two, respectfully, as a practical approach to problems and
affairs, and the practice of forming ideals or living under their influence. Antonyms clearly.
Pragmatism, it would appear, might be a very
proper way to go about one‟s politics. Taking
each situation for what it is worth and applying
the best remedy surely seems like a good idea.
And it is. You see, Idealists will place ideals before practical considerations. History proves this
unproductive.

Congress and Roosevelt created the Meat Inspection Act and the Pure Food and Drug Acts of
1906, which together imposed sanitation standards within processing plants, placed restrictions
on the makers of prepared foods and medicines,
and forbade the manufacture, sale, or transportation of unadulterated, misbranded, or harmful
food, drugs, and liquors. The new standard of
higher quality food was much appreciated. The
tycoons of the food industry at this time disapproved of the government interfering with their
business, but just because they were greedy, concerned only for themselves. It was easier to make
money when everyone needed to buy your product, regardless of safety. The consumers were
relieved by the better quality (no more rats just
tossed in the grinders.) But some idealists thought
that the Feds were just giving themselves more
power. But the evidence is insurmountable! The
creation of the FDA has substantially increased
the quality of products that the public is permitted
to. Just like a child who would prefer to eat only
candy, the parents needed to step in with the
child‟s health in mind.

Here is one glaring flaw with such a philosophy:
ideals change. People can‟t live based on ideas
when the roaring winds of change are forever
evolving the earth. The best thing to do would be
to strike a balance between the two: somewhat
pragmatic and somewhat idealistic, a principled
yet sensible man. But wait a second, that would
most likely make one become either Centrist Other problems of big business emerged in the
(apathetic) or Independent (liberal in hiding)!
late 19th century. The concentration of economic
power in the U.S. had become staggeringly disI hope you catch my sarcasm. Realize that I reproportionate, and as a result unstable. 1890 saw
spect the views of Libertarians (those who believe
the Sherman Anti-Trust Act, prevented large corin minimalistic government). However, I would
porations from harming competition in ways such
agree with them more if I felt that we as an
as monopolies (when a single company owns all
American society didn‟t need an occasional govor nearly all of the market for a given type of
ernment interjection to function optimally. Now
product or service) or cartels (when companies
let me introduce the main purpose of this article:
have enough power to regulate prices and output).
to dispel the myth that governmental intervention
In 1902 Teddy Roosevelt ordered the breakup of
is always bad. It is often forgotten that our govthe massive Northern Securities Company, an act
ernment was created for a reason. Government is
that was supported by the Supreme Court. In 1903
made by the people, for the people. The bank
the Bureau of Corporations was created to correct
bailouts that have caused so much controversy
malpractice in companies such as Standard Oil,
recently were not done in only the government‟s
which at one time refused to release their records,
interest, they were done in our interest. Some of
and resulted in an anti-trust suit and the breakup
the mistakes the banks made were having hugely
of the huge company. Numerous similar events
detrimental effects on our economy. If the govremain. But without this reform the economy of
ernment hadn‟t stepped in, our economic situation
this time might have severely floundered. Behold,
would be much worse than today. Wall Street
yet another occasion during which government
would be an inoperable patient, hospital-ridden,
intervention was positive. Is it still sensible to
de st i t ut e , and st ruggl i ng for l i fe .
think that without the government making these
So why oppose such apparent “big governchanges that we would be better off?
ment?” Because this opposition is rooted in faulty
principle. Idealism that inhibits growth and pro- Since Andrew Jackson failed to renew the Bank
ductivity. Idealism that makes even the best of of the United States in the 1830‟s, the U.S. had
intentions sound bad.
been without a central bank. Until 1913, the naLet‟s now delve into a few key examples. The
creation of the Food and Drug Administration
(FDA) began circa 1906 shortly after President
Theodore Roosevelt read Upton Sinclair‟s infamous The Jungle, a book describing the grotesque
conditions of the food industry at that time. The
descriptions are too explicit to be mentioned here,
but suffice to say Roosevelt was astounded. Upon
confirming the validity of Sinclair‟s statements,

tion‟s money supply was dispersed amongst hundreds of private banks; instability and inefficiency
were huge problems. Practically everyone agreed
that the banking system was in dire need of reform. The Federal Reserve Act of 1913 was the
solution. It set up regional reserve banks supervised by a central board of directors. The system
was a huge success; now banks had greater security, both currency and bank credit became more

their opinion. This only creates copies of people. How do
you even know you will automatically agree with your
parents? We are a new age of people with a different outlook on things varying from political views to ice cream
flavors and a different view on how our country should be
because what worked ten years ago may not necessarily
work today.
The world is going to be in our hands; your parents will
not always be around to baby you. Watch the news once
in a while, research a hot political topic and formulate an
opinion. Or at least pick a snow cone flavor already!

Cartoon by guest contributor Clay Olsen
flexible, and concentration of New York Reserves
decreased. Hardly malignant intervention.
A fourth important instance during which regulation had beneficial implications involved labor,
including child labor. In 1904 The Nation Child
Labor Committee (NCLC) was organized. In
1907 it was chartered by an Act of Congress, and
1915 saw the establishment of a Children‟s Bureau in both the U.S. Department of Commerce
and the U.S. Department of Labor. During this
period growing awareness was being directed
toward labor issues. Part of FDR‟s New Deal
created the Nation Recovery Administration
(NRA) worked to stabilize chaotic business
through the implementation of industry-wide
codes that set wages and prices and to generate
more power for consumers by providing jobs,
defining labor standards and raising wages. It also
outlawed child labor, making it illegal for anyone
under sixteen to work. Though, understandably,
limiting industrial production discouraged capital
investment. In 1935 the NRA was struck down,
but by then the new standards that had been set
for the workplace were regular practice, and quite
necessary. Thanks to this reform, Americans were
able to enjoy a fairer workplace that was not corrupted by an industry set on milking each worker
day and night for minimal recompense. Thanks to
this reform, children didn‟t have to leave school
at age 10 to go work in factories.
The most obvious modern issue that this can be
tied to is health care reform. People are up in
arms against any kind of government intervention. Why? Because their ideals are pointing them
this way. Yet does this event not mirror the events
of the past? All of these occasions are champion
acts of pragmatism; seeing a problem and going
about fixing it in a practical manner. When society can‟t bring itself to fix a problem, then the
government, in the interest of the people, rightfully should be able to promote a solution, even if
that means making some people unhappy. Just
like it was with the horrid condition of the food
industry. Just like it was with financial reform.
Just like it was forcing thirteen year old children
to work in filthy factories. I will concede that too
much federal power can be harmful, but really
only in the case where private practice has been
abolished completely, or when the government
interferes with an individual‟s personal life. Right
now we can still go to private schools and choose
our own health care plan (just as you will be able
to with the tentative reform plans), etc. The point
is that you can‟t reject something just because it
goes against an ideal, you need to step back and
really consider if it would work. History has positively shown us that government intervention is
not always bad. Lest you remain unsure, keep in
mind the eerily common saying: History repeats
itself.
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On the Scale
Middle, high school teachers compete to lose weight
Kyle Henkel, staff writer
Loser: A title that people don‟t usually enjoy hanging
over their head. However, being a loser isn‟t always negative. There are people who are proud to be Losers. They
are the people who lose weight.
In fact, for the past eight weeks, teachers in the middle
school and high school have been working hard to be Argyle‟s own biggest loser.
Losing weight may not sound fun, but with a creative
mind and some healthy competition, a task like this is
made much more enjoyable.
English teacher Jennifer Fischer created the idea of doing “The Biggest Loser” among the high school and middle school.
“I thought it‟d be fun. Losing weight with other friends,
and with money involved, makes it even more exciting,”
Fischer said.
Each teacher paid twenty dollars to participate. The
staff members weighed in every week for eight weeks.
Instead of counting pounds lost, like the TV show, they
calculate the total percentage of weight lost.
“[This] makes it fair for everyone and [gives] everyone
a chance to win,” Fischer said.
The faculty has not only kept the prize money in mind,
but also concentrated on their personal goals as well.
Students and staff may have noticed the Biggest Loser
program event with the sign hanging in the office, or the
dressed up pig.

“The pig statue is a motivation for that side of the
school, but it would be more motivating if we put it on
that teacher‟s desk,” school nurse Sherri Thompson said.
The pig statue was inspired by the elementary school
nurse, Jan Haney (now retired). Fischer noticed the idea
and carried it over to the middle school and high school.
“She had a pig statue just like the one we are using
right now, but instead of giving it to that side of the
school, Haney gave it to the teacher that didn't lose the
most weight,” Thompson said.
Some faculty members claim that it is not the exercising that is difficult, but the dieting that is holding them
back from losing the ideal amount of weight. In a poll,
nine out of ten teachers said that dieting is more difficult
than exercising.
“Dieting is harder for me; it‟s more of a battle of the
chocolates than the battle of the weight room,” middle
school teacher Matthew George said.
On the other hand, some teachers say that it is challenging to find the time to exercise.
“I hate to exercise. I dread waking up at 5:00 a.m. to
workout, but I do know that when I‟m in the habit of exercising I feel better and have more energy. I still hate it
though,” English teacher Leighann Fenter said.
Twenty-nine teachers and staff made it to the end of the
eight weeks. As a group, the middle school and high
school lost over 270 pounds, averaging nine pounds per

person.
The top
cash prize
went to the
overall biggest loser,
David Hatfield from the
transportation department. Prizes
were also
awarded to
the top two
men and
women losers: coach
Jake Fischer, band director Michael Lemish, history
teacher Sharon Romero and science teacher Barbara Hayden.
While only a few participants received prizes at the end
of the competition, most can say they did lose a few
pounds, gained confidence, and had fun with their coworkers.
“This program [has been] interesting and I can‟t wait till
next year to do it again,” science teacher Toni Benjamin
said.

Coach Barnett, We Were
Q: What is your favorite Hobby?
A: “My favorite hobby is watching America’s funniest home videos and laughing at the people.”
Q: What’s an interesting fact about yourself?
A: “I like all my radio stations and my temperature in my car to
be on even numbers and if it’s not it really bothers me.”

EAVESDROPPING
“I don‟t get why everyone can‟t
gamble. Seriously, Chuck E.
Cheese is like gambling.”
-Connor York, sophomore, Basketball

“Wow! Sonic has some legit
molding on their fries!”
-Dominique Church, sophomore, Journalism

“My mom kills all my fish.”
-Brooke McDaniel, sophomore,
Theatre

“Don‟t call me „Hun‟ it makes me
feel like I am at a crappy diner.”
-Trey Spratlen, freshman, English

“I‟m mate-worthy.”
-Christian Pucciarello, sophomore, Chemistry
“I put on these sunglasses and
people are like sunshine!”
- Trey Torno, freshman, Band
“I‟ll inherit the thermostat in
hell!”
-Tyler Burns, lunch
“I‟m assuming it‟s still not okay
to eat fruit in your class.”
- Key Bennett, junior, English
“Back in the old days when Jesus and I were kids…”
-Mrs. Sanders, French II

“Hold on… Let me get my walking stick.”
Coach Barnett, English, (OldLady voice )
“Leave it to the tubas to keep us
waiting.”
-Emma Pourzan, sophomore,
Bus, Solo and Ensemble
“Can I borrow your mouse?”
-Michelle Newell, senior, Journalism
“Rule #1: No puppy chow.”
-Owen Graham, junior, AP/Dual
English
“This thug just betrayed his mob
family”
-Lance Sutton, senior, AP English

Q: What’s your favorite TV show?
A: “The Office or Modern Family, one of the two. But probably
The Office”
Q: If you were stranded on a island what 3 things would you
have to have?
A: “My wiener dog, he would have to be there, and my pink
snuggie and a bag of trail mix.”
Q: What’s your most embarrassing moment?
A: “When I fell down the stairs at my high school when I was a
freshman. I mean, I fell all the way down, I took down two people with me.”
Q: What’s your favorite song?
A: “The Joker by the Steve Miller band”
Q: Which Actress would you want to be for a day?
A: “Cameron Diaz, hands down. I love her!”
Q: What’s the first thing you would do if you were a boy for a
day?
A: “I would go to the bathroom, I want to know how that feels. I
would hope that I was a boy on a snowy day, so I could try to
write my name in the snow.”
Q: What is a profession other than teaching that you would want
to attempt?
A: “I would be a writer, I want to be a columnist.”
Q: What is one that you would never want to attempt?
A: “Trash collector. I would gag.”
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10 Things We Love This Month...
Dear John This romantic drama, based off of the
novel by Nicholas Sparks, about a soldier
who falls in love with a conservative college student has pleased audiences all
over America. Channing Tatum (John) and
Amanda Seyfried (Savannah) portray the
hardships and the blessings that come with
a relationship overseas. The novel and the
film both depict the relationships of many
couples in America during time of war.

LOST
Season six promises to answer all questions.
Questions such as, did the bomb go off?
What is John’s plan to leave the island? What
has infected Sayid? Who will become the
next “Jacob”? The pledge to answer these
questions is keeping viewers on the edge of
their seats as the season continues.

The song
“Falling
Slowly,” written by Glen
Hansard and
sung with
Marketa Irglova is featured in the musical “Once.” The
song won the Best Original Song
prize at the Oscars in 2008. These
artists on the verge recently came
out with a new album called “The
Swell Season,” and continue to
write songs for the next album.

Donnie Darko (2001), an American science fiction film that
features stars Jake Gyllenhaal,
Drew Barrymore, and Patrick
Swayze, is about a troubled
adolescent who receives a disturbing vision that the world will
end in 28 days. As the final
date comes closer and closer,
Donnie is
drawn into
an alarming
series of
events that
may or may
not be a
product of a
growing insanity.

Vinyl Records Even though the trend of the flat
disc record began in 1888, vinyl
records regained popularity in
2008 and are still a growing fad.
Used or brand new, a variety of
vinyl records are sold in music
stores, online, and even thrift
stores - record players as well.
Our Pick: “Abbey Road,” The
Beatles.

Who Will Be Next?
Season 9 of American Idol brings excitement, anticipation
Buckley Wallace, staff writer
With the new season of
“American Idol” now underway,
America has seen new faces, amazing talent, and the one person who
is going to be the next American
Idol. But the question that still remains is who will be that one special person?
After Hollywood week, many
surprising voices were unleashed.
The top 12 girls to advance onto
the live show included Lilly Scott,
Ashley Rodriquez, Crystal Bowersox, Didi Benami, Haley Vaughn,
Janell Wheeler, Katelyn Epperly,
Katie Stevens, Lacey Brown, Michelle Delamor, Paige Miles, and
Siobhan Magnus. The top 12 guys
chosen were Michael Lynche,
Aaron Kelly, Lee DeWyze, Joe
Munoz, Andrew Garcia, Jermaine
Sellers, John Park, Alex Lambert,
Casey James, Tyler Grady, Tim
Urban, and Todrick Hall.
Once the first live show began, it
was more evident than ever that the
nerves had set in. Some of the contestants that made the audience
think they could win the contest

were bashed by the judges. The
girls did alright for their first time
on the live stage, but only a few
received rave reviews from the
judges.
Simon told Paige Miles that,
“[he] genuinely thinks that out of
all of the girls, [she] has the best
voice.” He told Crystal Bowersox
that she is, “refreshing and [she] is
going to do well.”
However, some of the other
women that took the stage were not
so fortunate. Simon bluntly told 16
year old Haley Vaughn, that “it
was verging on terrible…it was a
complete and utter mess.” Lacey
Brown was another of the judge‟s
favorites, and they seemed to think
that she didn‟t rise to the occasion.
Randy called it “terrible,” and also
stated that “it wasn‟t the right song
for [her].”
After the women took the stage
the first night Randy said to the
guys that they “blew the house
down.” The men didn‟t rock the
house quite so much and Simon
described Todrick Hall‟s perform-

The Buzz
>>
Argyle Winter Guard
- Scholastic AAA Championships March 27th at South
Grand Prairie HS
- Contest at McKinney Boyd HS March 20th
- Spring Show May 17th
- Congratulations on getting 1st place in Regional A
class @ Frisco Centennial HS!

ance as, “verging on stupid.”
Simon complimented only a few
throughout the night.
After the first two nights of their
singing careers, two girls and two
guys had to pack their bags and
head back home. The four contestants that left were Janell Wheeler,
Ashley Rodriquez, Joe Munoz and
Tyler Grady.
The guys hit the stage first on
next weeks episode. The judges
slaughtered them and only a handful received good reviews.
The following night, the women
took the stage and flaunted their
improvements. After the performances, America booted Jermaine
Sellers, John Park, Michelle Delamor and Haley Vaughn off of the
show.
Things are heating up in season 9
of American Idol and amazing
voices just waiting to be unleashed.
It‟s up to you America; who do
you think will be the next American Idol?

AHS Spotlight Players

- UIL One-Act Play Zone competition - March 24that
AHS
- UIL One-Act Play District 9AAA competition - March
31st at AHS
UIL One-Act Play Area competition - April 8th at
Keller Timbercreek HS

UIL Academic team
- March 24,25 Zone One Act Play at Argyle
- March 29 District Journalism/Ready Writing at
Argyle April 1
- District All other UIL events at Argyle
- Congratulations for winning the sweepstakes award as
the top school at the Flower Mound UIL meet!
- Congrats to Nick Strelke, Ben Woolums, Lance Sommer, and Kent Sommer for placing as the first team in
calculator applications.
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Two and a Half Men –
This television comedy series began in
2003 and is still entertaining viewers
across the United States. The show is
about a writer, Charlie - his brother, Alan
- and Alan's young son, Jake. Charlie's
free-wheeling life is complicated and forever changed when his brother gets divorced and decides to move in.
The show is consistently ranked
one of the most
watched comedies in the nation.

Super Mario
Brothers Wii
Game -

Castle The hit T.V.
Series follows Richard Castle,
a famous
mystery
novelist who is initially called in to help the
NYPD solve a copy-cat murder based on
his novels. Following his encounter with
Kate Beckett, Castle decides to use her
as the model for the main character of his
next book series. He receives permission
to accompany Beckett while investigating cases. Even though Castle is technically a drama series, it also features comedy and romance.

The Wolfman The classic tale of the man who
experiences an unsettling transformation (after he is attacked
by a rampaging werewolf) is satisfying audiences all over America. The film has been adapted
many times, but with the new effects and scarier images, The
Wolfman (2010) is definitely going to be memorable remake.

Even though the
iPhone has been
around since 2007, it is
still the top-selling
smartphone and the
demand for it has remained at a high.
Competitors, such as
Verizon’s Droid, have only given the
iPhone opportunities to flaunt it’s allaround efficiency. This craze will
probably continue to infect Americans for years.

Application to download:
Our Pick - Words With Friends

Nintendo's signature series
returns with
new levels,
new powerups, and a
new host - Wii.
As always, the game
worlds are filled with pitfalls
and enemies, but players
can fight back thanks to
the new ice flower, which
allows them to hurl snowballs, the new propeller
mushroom, which lets
gamers float through the
air, and the new penguin
suit, which provides surer
footing in icy environments. Even though the
game makes use of the
classic Super Mario
Brothers, it
creates a
new sensation by
adding the
sensitivity
of the wii
remote.

Sun-kissed Concerns
Raising awareness about pros, cons of tanning
Meredith Wooley, Feature Editor
Opening up the clam shaped contraption, the bulbs flicker on to a bright glow.
Laying down on the clear Plexiglas, the warm light beams radiate in the bed. The
radio is tuned to a favorite station and
all worries are melted away by the
relaxing atmosphere and the anticipation of beautifully tanned skin.
With spring break quickly approaching, many people are planning to hit
the tanning beds in hopes of acquiring
a sun-kissed look. But before you
decide to enter the world of sunless
tanning, you should educate yourself
on the pros and cons.
To start off on the positive side, the
majority of people who use tanning beds are more self-confident. Having tanned
skin seems to make a person look fit and healthy.
Also, the use of tanning beds reportedly establishes better, more relaxed moods.
In addition to these emotional benefits, there are a few physical benefits as well.
When the skin is exposed to ultraviolet rays and begins to tan, the body produces a
pigment known as Melanin. Melanin helps protect the skin from becoming burned
from over-exposure to ultraviolet rays.
Our bodies also produce Vitamin D when we are exposed to natural or artificial
sunlight. This vitamin is valuable in helping to keep our bones, teeth, and joints
strong.
Despite these advantages, there are several consequences to sunless tanning. The
same tanned-skin look that many people prize to look fit, isn‟t healthy. In reality,
tanned skin is damaged skin. Although the production of Vitamin D is beneficial,
one only has to expose their skin to the sunlight for a few minutes. The normal exposure to the sun‟s rays in our daily lives will serve the purpose.
The artificial ultraviolet rays used in tanning beds have also been shown to cause
premature wrinkling and skin rashes.
Other side effects of tanning beds can include dry skin and hives. Over exposure
to the UV rays can also lead to serious skin burns.
The Food and Drug Administration, the Center for Disease Control, and the
American Academy of Dermatology consider tanning beds to be “probable health
hazards.” It is estimated that over one million people are diagnosed with Melanoma
(skin cancer) each year, with the worst culprits being tanning beds.
This habit does not only have negative effects on your skin, but also on your
eyes. Tanning beds can lead to your retina or cornea being damaged, and they have
also been linked to causing cataracts. The UV levels can be up to 100 times
stronger than from direct sunlight.
Most people don‟t realize that tanning beds are dangerous and take on the attitude that nothing is going to happen to them if they use them. They may be right,

but it is a risk you must consider before you take it.
As long as people are willing to continue using tanning beds, manufacturers and
tanning salons will go on to market them. It is important to gather all the facts
about tanning beds, both the pros and the cons, before you decide if a spring break
tan is worth the consequences.
Source: www.all-tanning-beds.com; www.associatedcontent.com

How often do you tan?
Weekly, for specific occasions, or
never?
Out of 45 guys surveyed,

96% - Never
4% - Weekly
Out of 59 gals surveyed,

70% - Never
8% - Weekly
22% - Specific Occasions
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Junior Sam Mayfield makes splash in kayak polo
Dominique Church, News Editor
There are thousands of different sports
throughout the world, some are the most widely
played and some are ones that few have even
heard of. Kayak polo is a sport that is not widely
known in the United States but one that junior
Sam Mayfield plays.
What is kayak polo? “That‟s the question I get
all the time,” Mayfield said. Kayak polo is like
regular water polo except the players are in kayaks.
There are five players on each team with subs
on the side lines. Games are divided into two
halves, with ten minutes in each half. In between
the halves is a three minute half time in which the
teams can strategize and possibly put in their
subs.
One of the five players is the goalie. The
goalie‟s job is to prevent the ball, which is about
the size and shape of a volleyball but it has grips
on each side, from going into the goal, which is a
net about three feet above the water level. The goalie uses his paddle to defend the goal.
Also there are normally two chasers and two defenders, depending on the strategies
and strength of the team. “It‟s a very complex sport,” Mayfield said.
The chasers chase the ball around the pool trying to get it from the other team, and
when they have the ball, they attempt to score. They also just toss the ball back and
forth keeping it from the other players, waiting for a chance to score. Players must do
this because they are only allowed to have the ball for five seconds.
“The requirements for [kayak polo] are basic balance skills,” Mayfield said. Each
player is equipped with a kayak, paddle, life jacket and a face mask. It is a foul to hit
another player with your paddle and it‟s also a foul to grab someone by their life jacket.
However it is not illegal to tip over another player‟s boat.
The kayaks are about six to six and a half feet long, depending on how tall the player
is, and is about two feet across. They are specially designed to be maneuverable, fast
and sleek.
Mayfield started playing at the age of ten. His oldest brother, Joe, had seen a guy with
a kayak polo t-shirt and he commented that it was cool. Joe was then invited to a practice, and going from there, it became a family sport.
Mayfield now plays for the Texas Tornadoes. “We are really the strongest team in
Texas,” Mayfield said. They have practice every Saturday at seven at the Colony
Aquatic Center.
Anyone who wants to play can just come to the practices. “The first lesson is free and
then it‟s five dollars per practice after that because they have to rent the pool,” Mayfield
said.

“It‟s normally just me and my four friends but I do
meet lots of new people,” Mayfield said.
For competitions teams are divided into a men‟s
division and a women‟s division, both separated into
adult and junior division. Mayfield plays in the
boy‟s junior division.
They practice in an Olympic size swimming pool
and occasionally, when the weather is nice, they
practice at a local pond. At practices they go over
their strategies, throwing and maneuvering. “We
practice year round,” Mayfield said.
“It‟s just a hobby, it‟s sort of impossible to make a
career out of [kayak polo],” Mayfield said. Kayak
polo is not a very widely played sport in the United
States. Many other countries are big kayak polo
players though, like Iran, England, Germany and
Japan.
Those who have been injured at war or anyone else
who no longer has use of their legs can even play.
“You just need more core strength than anything,”
Mayfield said.
Every year there is a national kayak polo competition. Each region of the country, east
coast, central and west coast, take turns hosting this competition. Last year it was held
in Los Angeles. About four hundred or more people show up every year.
Other smaller competitions area also held throughout the year. Canada hosted a competition in Edmonton last year. The Texas Tornados often compete with the Aqua-bats
junior team dubbed the Aqua-brats who play out of Austin.
Kayak polo is not yet an Olympic Sport. “They are trying it out as an experimental
sport in the 2012 Olympics, and I hope to be there,” Mayfield said.
Mayfield continues to participate in kayak
polo for several
reasons, but
mostly because
he “likes kayaking; it‟s challenging and fun
and it‟s a growing sport, and he
likes to contribute [to his
team].”

Staffer sorts through standardized tests
Buckley Wallace, Staff Writer
SAT
Stands for Scholastic Assessment Test
Used for college
admissions in the
United States.
This test consists of
three major sections:
Mathematics, Critical Reading, and
Writing, with each
section receiving a
score on a scale of
200-800.
The test is given
seven times throughout the school year
and the taking it
requires a total of
three hours and forty
-five minutes.

PSAT
Stands for
Preliminary
SAT
Includes critical-reading
skills, math
problemsolving skills,
and writing
skills
Most common
reason for
taking the test
is to receive
feedback on
your strengths
and weaknesses on
skills necessary for college study.

THEA
Stands for
Texas Higher
Education
Assessment
Consists of
reading,
mathematics,
and writing
Test scores
range from
100-300.
Minimum
score to pass
the reading
and mathematics section
is 230 and the
minimum
passing score
for the writ-

AP Tests
Stands for Advanced Placement
Courses are optional, with exams at the end of each one.
More than 90 percent of four-year universities and colleges
in the United States grant students credit, placement or both
on the basis of successful AP Exam scores.
Research shows that students who score a 3 or higher typically experience greater academic success in college and
improved graduation rates than their non-AP student peers.
More than 30 courses in a wide variety of subject areas

ACT
Stands for American College Test
Used for college
admissions
throughout the
United States.
The ACT is composed of four multiple choice tests:
Math, Reading,
Science reasoning,
and English, and in
2005, an optional
writing was added.
This test is offered
only six times a
year compared to
the seven that the
SAT is offered.
TAKS
Stands for the Texas
Assessment of Knowledge and Skills
The subjects for these
include Mathematics,
Sciences, Social Studies,
Reading, and Writing.

Attention Students and
Parents!
You may now purchase
your own space
in The Talon!
Perfect for sending a special
message for a
friend’s birthday

$5.00 per
1.25x 1.75
Please see a Talon
staff member or
Mrs. Fenter in room 112

BE AN ARGYLE ISD VIP!!
Bring in your
Student or Teacher ID
Card
& receive the following
prices all year long!
$10 OFF WOMEN'S HAIRCUT OR $5 OFF MEN'S
HAIRCUT
YOU MUST SHOW ID TO
GET THESE PRICES
Your advertisement could be here!
If you want to expose your business
to the students of Argyle High,
this is your place.
Prices start as low as
$20 per month.
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Water: 70% of the Earth, even more of two swimmer’s lives
Phillips, Reuter follow last year’s success with another trip to state
Josh McSwain, Sports Editor
Swimming does not happen under lights on Friday
nights or in a crowded gym, but is still a high school sport
and offers the same competitive spirit and excitement.
Junior Kimmy Phillips has been swimming ever since
she did the breaststroke across the baby pool, and has
swum competitively since she was in 4th grade. When
asked why she swims and doesn‟t do other activities, she
bluntly said “I‟m not good at them.” She swims in almost
every event, but her strongest are the 100 backstroke, 200
freestyle, and 500 freestyle. She practices at Grapevine
High School‟s pool and swims year round, either with the
school or with USA swimming, which, like its name implies, is a national association of swimmers. The high

Q
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school season lasts from October to March; the USA season lasts year round.
Competitions alternate between USA swimming and
high school leagues every week. This season has been her
best, in which she has accomplished two huge goals,
“[she] got under a minute in the 100 backstroke, and
made sectional cuts”, which is a competition between the
best swimmers in a group of states, in her case Texas and
those that border Texas.
At the state meet last month she placed 4th in the 200
freestyle with a time of 1:53:48, and 11th in the 100 backstroke with a time of 1:01:53.
Though she has been involved since elementary school,
she is not the more tenured of the two.
Junior Anna Reuter has been swimming competitively
for 12 years. She practices in Denton and at Southlake
Carroll High School. One of her best moments happened
last year when she got 11th in state in the 100 breaststroke
and second in region in the 100 butterfly. This year at the
state meet she moved up to 10th in the 100 breaststroke
with a time of 1:09:01.
She tried other activities, but like Phillips, she said “I
wasn‟t good at land sports, and was immersed in swimming from a young age.” She set her personal record at
the state meet in the 100 breaststroke, and her best time in
the 100 butterfly is 1:03:48.
Though these two may seem extremely similar, they are
quite different in some areas.

First, swimming was something that came
more naturally
for Phillips.
Reuter does not
think she was
not given as
much innate
skill, but has
worked tirelessly to get
where she‟s at
right now.
Second, the
ways they prepare for meets
are much different. Phillips‟
only ritual is to listen to “Sweet Dreams” by Eurhythmics.
Reuter eats the same breakfast, which consists of exactly
8 oz. of water, a cheese omelet and a clifbar, wears the
same sweats, her cap and goggles must be a certain way,
and she does the same warm ups- jumping up and down
for 3 minutes and smacking her legs repeatedly.
But no matter how different these two are, they share
the most important thing- success at the sport they enjoy.

A
Serving it up to Will Stein, last year’s men’s
singles tennis state champion

Q: How long
have you played
tennis?

A: I‟ve played my coach
from BHCC but haven‟t
beaten him; I‟ve never
played Coach Pells

A: I played for a while,
but got serious in middle
school

Q: What is the most bizarre thing that has happened in practice or leading into/during a match?

Q: What competitions
are you in?
A: Fall– Boy‟s doubles
and singles; Spring– singles only
Q: How many hours do
you practice per week?
A: 15
Q: Do you plan to play tennis in college? If
so, what college?

Participates in: Pole Vault (6 years)
but does it year round
Best Performance: 16 feet (won state
last year)
Goals for year: Jump 18 feet (17 realistically), have a good time before he
heads to Indiana

share?

A: Brook Haven Country Club in Farmer‟s
Branch and at the school

A: Curiosity, I always played other sports
and wanted to be good at something different

Q: Do you have any pre-match rituals?

Q: Would you consider going to a match
wearing really short shorts for fun?
A: If I was confident I‟d win, maybe; I‟ll
think about it.

Q: Have you ever played against the coach
and won?
Varsity Softball Schedule—All games begin at 5:00

Away

Participates in: 4x800 relay, 4x400
relay, 400 meter run, 800 meter run,
Triple Jump, various hurdles

Goals for year: Place in district in
400, improve times, go to region

Q: Where do you practice?

3/26 Gainesville

Sam Retzloff, Senior

Q: Any embarrassing moments you‟re willing to

Q: What got you started with tennis?

Home

Sydney Wells, Junior

Best Performances: new to every
event she‟s doing, used to run mile
and best time was 6min 2 sec

A: Yes, St. Edwards if I get in

3/23 Sanger

*District Meet—April 12th, 15th*

A: At state last year I almost hit a spectator with a
ball, who happened to be
cheering for me

A: I‟ve whiffed on a few shots before, that‟s
about it

A: I listen to music alone for 5 minutes before each match

Track Athlete Spotlights

Jessie Johnson,
Sophomore

Kyle Thompson, Junior
Participates in: Pole Vault (6 years),
Long Jump (2 years), 100 meter dash
(5 years), 4x100 relay (5 years),
4x200 relay (5 years)

Participates in: 4x100 relay (4
years), 4x200 relay (4 years), Pole
Vault (6 years), 100 hurdles (5
years), Long Jump (2 years)

Best performances: Pole Vault- 16
feet, Long Jump- 20 feet, 100- 10.5
seconds, 4x100- 43 seconds, 4x2001min 32sec

Best performances: Pole Vault12 feet, Long Jump- 15 feet 10
inches, 100 hurdles- 15 flat

Goals for year: Win state as a team,
get best individual times

Goals for year: Go to state in Pole
Vault, qualify for region in 4x100
and hurdles

Varsity Baseball Schedule—All games begin at 7:30

4/5 Whitesboro Home

March 26 Gainesville Away

April 6 *Whitesboro

Home

April 16 *Celina

4/10 Sanger

March 30 *Celina

April 9 *Sanger

Away

April 20 *Prosper

Away

3/30 Celina

Home

4/13 Gainesville

4/1 Prosper

Home

4/16 Celina

Home

Away

April 2 *Prosper

Home
Away

April 13 *Gainesville Home

Away

April 23 *Whitesboro

Home
Away
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